Faculty Log In and Registration

1) Go to:  http://bookstore.crc.losrios.edu
2) Select FACULTY ADOPTION tab
3) Select Register Here

4) Select Create Profile for Adopting Course Materials

5) Complete Registration Form and Submit Faculty Registration
There are three methods of submitting adoptions: Guided Adoptions, Quick Adopt, and Advanced.

*Guided Adoption. This is a step-by-step streamlined adoption method that is a fast and convenient way to match titles and materials with courses.

*Quick Adoption. Faculty has the option of using a quick adopt from during adoptions. This form is intended for use by adopters who know the exact ISBNs that they wish to adopt.

*Advanced Adoptions. Advanced Adoption primarily is intended for users who need to submit multiple adoptions for several departments, or who manage adoptions for several instructors. It allows more flexibility in creating multiple course and manager a larger book list. Advanced Adoption is comprised of three steps: Creating a Course List, Finding Course Materials, and Creating/Submitting an Adoption.